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m--A modif& definition is proposed for curu~oadcnsed ~~ORWC hydrocarbons. A formula is 
devised for the aumk of isomers of non-branched eorocoodensc4 arctx~ in function of tbc numkr of 
hexagons. Proposals arc made for P graph-systematic nomenclature of such arena. based on the chrrac- 
teristic trw of these systems. 

THE nomenclature of bcnzcnoid condensed polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon is 
extremely compkx. In Clar’s two-volume monograph’ the summary extends over 
13 + 48 pages, since the German nomenclature system adopted therein is different 
from the IUPAC,‘ Chemical Abstracts’ or Ring Index’ systems, and it was necessary 
to depict the formulae of all compounds discussed in order to indicate rapidly and 
unambiguously which compounds were discussed. This fact illustrates the basic 
faults of all nomenclature systems adopted so far in the class of bcnznoid polycyclic 
hydrocarbons. Trivial names (coroncnc, pyrcnc, ovakne, violanthrent, ttthrene, 
chryscne, picene, circumanthracene, pcrylene. terrykne, anthanthrene, bisanthene, 
pcropyrene, (iso)violanthrenc, pyranthrene, etc.) along with semisystematic names 
(acencs, phenes, heliccncs, rykncs) and with different alternative systems for indi- 
cating by numbers’ or letters- the homology (bcnz~, naphtho, etc.) make the 
nomenclature extremely confusing, 

No attempt has apparently been made to devise a formula for counting the various 
isomeric polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons In the present paper we indicate a 
counting series for a part of the polycyclic hydrocarbons, proposing at the same time 
a simpk nomenclature system. This may be useful for computer handling of literature 
data (cf.‘), taking into account that many systems falling under the proposed nomen- 
clature have important applications in cancer research,* in the dyestuff industry,’ 
and in theoretical, physical and organic chemistry.‘* lo 

A11 bcnzenoid polycycfic aromatic hydrocarbons (arcncs) are superimposable with 
the graphite lattice. They are classified into several groups as shown in Fig. 1.. 
Condensed (fused?) polycyclic arcncs have two adjacent carbon atoms common to 
two rings, like naphthakne I. 

l In fortnukr I-XV. doubk bonds or inacribcd cirdcr in aromatic rings bavc been omitted for da&y. 
t In the IUPAC 1957 Rules4 cara-condcnud systems arc named orrho-fused, and prrkxmdcnrsd 

systems atx named orrho- and pwi-fused. 
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The usual criterion for classifying a condensed polycyclic arenc as cam- or peri- 
condensed is the absence or presence of a C atom common to three rings. We propose 
a modified, graph-theoretical definition of cara- or per&condensed systems. If the 
centers of the hexagons are joined by a line when two hexagons are condensed, one 
obtains a connected graph which will be named “characteristic graph” or “skeleton”. 
By the new, proposed, ddinition if this graph is a tree. the arenc is corocondenscd; 
if this graph is not a tree (if it contains rings), the arene is peri-condenscd. 

I 

V 

VII 

VIA 
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Systems I-IV are classified as cotocondensed both by the usual and by the new 
defmition; likewise, pyrene VII and perykne VIII are pi-condensed systems in 
both dcfiiitions. The two definitions are, however, at variance in the case of systems 
such as V, VIA”’ and VIB.“* which are cotu-condensed in the usual definition, 
but peri-coodensed in the new one. We favour the new definition because if this is 
accepted, all cato-condenscd arenes with the same number n of hexagons are 
isomeric, i.e. have the same molecular formula C.“+ zHz,+4. This is not true for 
pericondcnscd systems, both in the usual and in the new definitions. 

Compound V, CJ6H, 8 is not an isomer of nonacene or of other cats-condensed 
hydrocarbons with nine hexagons C,8H,,, neither are VIA. C4,,H,6, and VIB, 
C1sHz4, isomersofdecacene, &Hz, and dodecaccne, C,,H,,, respectively; similarly 
the peri-condensed system pyrene VII. C,6H,o is not an isomer of tetraccnc C,8H,I, 
neither is perylene VII, C2,,H,2, an isomer of pentacene CzzH,,. Accordingly, it is 
reasonable to classify V, VIA, VIB and other coronaphenes as peri-condensed 
systems.* 

Compounds like hexahelicene or the recently prepared” hcptahclicene IX which 
are non-planar and cannot be drawn on paper (therefore they are not strictly super- 
posable with the graphite lattice) can be considered as cats-condensed systems. 

By adopting henceforth the new definition of COU- and peri-condensed systems, 
we may hope to be abk to devise a formula giving the number C, of the isomers of 
a given cola-condensed system with n hexagons. The solution of this problem will 
be presented in this paper together with a new nomenclature system of cclracondensed 
arenes. 

This also provides a partial answer to the hexagonal cell-growth problem, which 
was repeatedly mentioned by one of us1’-16 as one of the unsolved problems in the 
theory of graphs. This problem, which can be formulated : “how many hexagonal-cell 
aggregates or ‘animals’ are there for a given number n of hexagons “, is equivaknt 
to counting all condensed (COU and peri) arenes with n hexagons. 

By empirical approaches the condensed polycyclic arenes shown in Fig. 2 and 
presented in Table I have been found. 

The pericondensed systems present many complicating features: when their 
characteristic graph has an odd number of triangles, they are radicals (r in Table I) 
like perinaphthyl X, or naphtanthryl XI; with an even number of triangles, they can 
be diradicals (d) like coeranthrene XII. or like XIII and XIV, or can be “normal” (p) 
like pyrene VII and perylene VIII. In the former case, it is impossible to accommodate 
one double bond at every carbon atom in the sense of Kekult structures. If all atoms 
are distributed into two alternate sets of starred and non-starred atoms.” the sets 

l Alternatively. one could con-e the previous mcantng of perisondensed systems by ascribing thu 

name to compounds whose skckton contains three-membered nng (tnangks). and by coming for com- 

pounds such as V or VI. whose skckton has a larger rmg. a new name, e.g cotonu-condensed systems; 

beGdes other mteresting features such as ring current or clathratc forrrrPtioh these latter systems could 

lead to Mbhtus-strip mokcukr if two adjacent bonds change places 

ao-oco 
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have equal numbers of atoms in normal compounds and unequal in diradicals.* 
Structural features (z) like those present in zethrene XV determine the localization 
of the double bonds shown in the formula. Since the Huckel NIC of aromaticity 
breaks down in peri-condensed aromatic systems it is mostly in carocondensed 
compounds that Kekult structures are important, as evidenced by Clar’* or by 
correlations” between the maximum number of rings in which three alternate 
double bonds can be written and the delocalization energy. 

Starting from the observation lo that in the graphite lattice all lines have one of 
three directions which can be noted by digits f I. f2, f 3 similarly to the four- 
direction problem in the diamond lattice.” one can describe the outline of a con- 
densed arcne by a number consisting of these digits, e.g. benzene by 132T37 and 

naphthalene by 132fZT3?1? (Fig 3). This approach seems suitable for computer use. 
These numbers must have several restrictions: every positive digit must have in the 
number its negative counterpan ; two adjacent digits must have opposite signs; only 
sequences, l?., IJ.2T. 23,3T, 32 and the same with reversed signs, are allowed. 

A simpler approach is to consider the characteristic graph associated to the arene. 
Owing to the complications introduced by pri-condensed systems, we shall discuss 
in the following only core-condensed compounds. Their graph is a tree, which may 
be branched or non-branched; in the latter case the tree has only two endpoints. 

l Trknpular arranpmaw d hexagons like X. XII. etc.. krd to monoradicals, diradialr.. , qmdnrls. 
Such a q-radial is a trhgular array of f(q + l)(q + 2) hexagons (one ride d the equilateral triande 
consirlx of q + I hexagons), containing j4q + 6Hq + I) starred and 1(q + 3)(q + 2) non-starru.i atoms. 
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and other peri-condensed hydrocarbons 
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TABLF I. EUPIRICAL hz’YBER3 OF lSOWR.5 (W C’O?rDkX%D PW YCY(II(’ AUF93 

Catacondenxed Peri~ondcomal 
--~-- 

No. of 
hcxqonr 

Non-branched 
BWKkd 1 Totll 

IOld 
‘----,- 

I 

n a 

=t 

I 1 
2 1 
3 I 

4 I l 
5 1 
6 s I 
7 
8 

i ’ 
I 

- .- - 
_I_ - 

II 
I 1 1 
4 1 4 
4.4 4 

I3 4 5 52 
I3 I3 1 169, 

,I!- ‘. 

I 2 .- I _- - _ 

i 4 I I I 
IO 2 3 l- 
25 I2 I4 28 2 I 

; 70 l . l . l 

196’; l 

I I0 l l ’ 

’ Calculated after Eqs (‘lb) rad (Bb). 
‘ Rcxults of computer cakuktonr by L. S. Kaacl (pen. comm.) 
’ Perwall communiutioa from Dr. Martin Gardner. 

A B C’ 

FIG. 4. 

The present discussion is limited to non-branched, caracondensed systems. Their 
associated skeleton (characteristic) trees differ from ordinary trees in that a kinked 
and a straight line are not equivalent (cf. II and III). The directions of the lines in 
the graph being the same as before (Fig. 4A and B), the tree may be described by a 
number consisting of the digits f 1, f 2, f 3 with the restriction that only sequences 
11, 12, 13. 27, 22. 23. 3T. 32 33. and the same with reversed signs, are allowed. An 
alternative simpler notation of the tree makes use of the observation that two lines 
incident to the same point can make angles of 120”. 180” or 240”. Two adjacent lines 
with an angle of 180” will be denoted by 0, while two adjacent lines with angles 120” 
or 240” will be denoted by 1 or 2 (Fig. 4C). The characteristic tree of a non-branched 
cam-condensed artnc with n hexagons (which is a directed path from one endpoint 
to the other) will therefore be denoted by a number of II - 2 digits formed from 
digits 0, 1 and 2. Examples of such numbers are: 1 or 2 (for II), 0 (for III), 11111 or 
22222 (for IX). 

One isomer may be indicated by one, two or four numbers, e.g. the above examples 
for II, 111 and IX, and 01.02,10 or 20 for tetraphene. Acenes are the only compounds 
whose tree is a straight line, indicated by one number 00.. . 00; in Table 1 and Fig 2 
they are indicated by u. Symmetrical trees, either relatively to an axis (they are noted 
by s) or to b center (noted by c), are described by two numbers which differ by 
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interchging I with 2; their endpoints ut cquimknl, i.e. the same number is 
obtained if my of than is the starting point. Unsymmctriai tmcs (damted by u) 
irt dgcribcd by four numbers difkfing by the Sfarting point 01 by itltCTChM@g 
digits 1 and 2. Ilx heading of Tabk I indiatu for non-branded caruumdumd 
rrrna:1aurnbtrforq2forsorc,urd4fooru.S~rbmr~3’~‘aumbcnformcd 
from n - 2 digits 0. I or 2, which must indicate all C, isomers of a non-bmnchcd 
cc#a-condauad ucac composed of n hcxagonr. one an write equation (2). F4s 1 
and 3 8rc nraightforud. 

t: - a, + 3, + c. + u, 

3 a-2 - a, + 20. + (3 + 4% 

-I 

Sam_, - tp;--z - 1) fofnodbn-2m-1 

fl. - 4(3’ ’ - 1) forncvcn,n - 2m 

Cl_ $ - +(3--I - 1) fornodd,n-2m-1 

Cl. - i(3”’ - 1) fofncw3l.n - 2m 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

W 

WI 

fW 

(Sb) 

Equations (4) and (5) an be dcmonstfated by induction. SymmMcal trees @re- 
sented in Fig, S), s_ or c, arc obtained from every syumetrial tree s. a and c. ), 
rapctively, by adding two lines at the endpoints at angles 12V. 180” or 240”; one 
more tlu is ckrivad frofn tbc l anc a,. 2; ttmefote we have the ecumemx fof!nulils 
(6), which with Fig. 5 gives Eqs (4) (5b). 

J, - 3s*, 2 + 1; c, - k, 1 + 1 (6) 

F~~s(l~Sb)~ob~: 

Ma,. , - fI3)--’ - 3’-’ - 3’ * + 1) fornoddn - 2m ~’ 1 ml 

u&m - &3” ’ - 1)’ for ncval,n = 2JR m 

C,, . t - f(3’” ’ + 3--’ + 3’ ’ + 1) for n odd, n - tn - 1 ml 

c lr - &,‘-I + I)2 for ncWn.n m 2m (8b) 

The numbtr C, of Uomtm ahhod by means of formulas (&) and (Sb) gives tzsults 
consismt with Tabk ‘1. 

Tbc noamclaturt d non-brancM cmocOOdtludd arena can be simply derived 
frofn the chanctmistic (skcktoa) graph : tbc samlkst numba denoting the sktkton, 
in bmckets (this number hu n - 2 digits). is followed by tbt Greek ntmcml indi- 
ating the number n d hexagons with tbt su& amfusa~. Some gmph~anrtic 
names arc indicated in T&k 2 They are easily converted into a pktorial reprocn- 
utionbydrrwingtbetrat(l~2~kAMrieht,O~st~%too)uKttben 
compktingthe&ugonriftrmc.TaurumgurdpnrctialniucfOrn>4. 

In the htu.fc tksc ideas will be rppiilxl to bmncbed cuIuoonbarscd artna, 8nd 
possibly also to prriumlcnsed systems. 
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